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In order to transmit a burst over the OBS network, a
resource reservation protocol must be implemented to allocate
resources and configure optical switches for that burst at each
node [6]. This paper assumes that a resource reservation
protocol implements signaling and scheduling tasks at each
node. According to the reservation scheme, resource
reservation protocols may be classified into two classes: oneway reservation and two-way reservation. In the first class, a
burst is sent shortly after the setup message, and the source
node does not wait for the acknowledgement sent by the
destination node. Therefore, the size of the offset time is
between transmission time of the setup message and the
round-trip delay of the setup message. Different optical burst
switching mechanisms may choose different offset values in
this range. Just-in-time (JIT) [3], JumpStart [4],[7], JIT+ [8],
just-enough-time (JET) [1] and Horizon [2] are examples of
one-way resource reservation protocols. Therefore, after
studying these protocols, this paper proposes a new resource
reservation protocol for OBS networks, named Enhanced Justin-Time (E-JIT).
The proposal of E-JIT is based on the relative performance
evaluation of JIT, JumpStart, JIT+, JET, and Horizon resource
reservation protocols (presented in [9-13]) and its relative
complexity (JIT is the simplest to implement). E-JIT improves
and optimizes the JIT protocol, keeping all the advantages of
its simplicity in terms of implementation. Optimization is
achieved improved data channel scheduling, as the the period
of time in which the data channel remains in “reserved” status
is reduced, resulting in optimizing channel utilization and
potentially reducing burst loss probability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we present an overview of the main OBS parameters under
study in this paper. Section 3 discusses performance assessment
of E-JIT in comparison with JIT for OBS networks with mesh
topologies, and main conclusions are presented in section 4.

Abstract
This paper proposes a new resource reservation protocol for
optical burst switching networks, called Enhanced
Just-in-Time (E-JIT). E-JIT intends to improve and optimize the
traditional JIT protocol, keeping all the advantages of its
simplicity in terms of implementation. E-JIT aims to improve
data channel scheduling, reducing the period of time in which
the data channel remains in reserved status, optimizing channel
utilization and reducing the burst loss probability. A
performance assessment of E-JIT is presented for mesh optical
burst switching networks with 16 nodes. It is shown that E-JIT
may lead to a better performance than JIT for small burst loss
probabilities.

1. Introduction
Optical burst switching (OBS) [1-5] aims to overcome
technical limitations of optical packet switching, namely the
lack of optical random access memory and the problems with
synchronization. OBS is a technical compromise between
wavelength routing (optical circuit switching) and optical
packet switching, since it does not require optical buffering or
packet-level processing as in optical packet switching and it is
more efficient than circuit switching if the traffic volume does
not require a full wavelength channel.
In OBS networks, IP (Internet Protocol) packets are
assembled into very large size packets called data bursts.
These bursts are transmitted after a burst header packet, with a
delay of some offset time. Each burst header packet is
transmitted in a specific channel, and contains routing and
scheduling information and is processed at the electronic
level, before the arrival of the corresponding data burst. The
burst offset is the interval of time, at the source node, between
the transmission of the first bit of the setup message and the
transmission of the first bit of the data burst.
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2. A New Resource Reservation Protocol:
Enhanced JIT (E-JIT)
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In this section, a new resource reservation protocol for OBS
networks, called Enhanced Just-in-Time (E-JIT) is proposed.
E-JIT assumes an out-of-band signaling and the signaling
channel is best-effort link by link. It implements the same
resource reservation protocol functions that usually are used in
one-way OBS reservation protocols such as JumpStart [4],
namely path setup, data transmission, state maintenance, and
path release.
E-JIT supports both short and long bursts. The setup
message has the responsibility of Session Declaration, Path
Setup and Data Transmission informing intermediate nodes of
a burst arrival. Especially for long bursts, to maintain the
connection (State Maintenance), the source edge node may
also send KEEPALIVE messages to the intermediate nodes
along the path to prevent the switch state from timing out.
E-JIT protocol uses estimate (or implicit) release to set free
the switch fabric resources, as the setup message also carries
the information of burst length and burst offset length,
allowing each node to predict the latest time the resources are
no longer assigned to a burst transmission. When a burst
leaves an optical cross-connect (OXC), the OXC
automatically frees its resources using an estimate release, like
JET. Thus, this OXC can immediately accept and switch a
new burst. When a burst arrives to its destination edge node,
all OXCs along the path from source to destination were
successively ready (in a “free” state) to switch a new burst.
Otherwise, when a network element is unable to perform a
successful “setup” (setup failure), it sends a “release message”
to all previous network elements along the path back to the
source node. Here, it is assumed that, as mentioned above, the
status of data channel is updated to “free” when the last bit of
the burst arrives at the switch and it is intended to present the
operation of resources allocation using this protocol. An
explicit release message is only sent if an event of detection of
setup failure occurs during an end-to-end transmission along
the path. The value of offset time depends on the resource
reservation protocol and the number of nodes that the burst
has already passed through (this value decreases as the
burst crosses a node, because each node processes
electronically the control message, delaying it). The main
concern is to make this value such that the first bit of the
burst arrives at the egress node shortly after the node is
configured and ready to receive it. If k is the number of
OBS nodes in the path of a burst from source to destination
and X represents the protocol, then the minimum value to
TOffset(X) is [8]:
Toffset ( X ) = k .TSetup ( X ) + TOXC
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Fig. 1. Schematic representation of E-JIT signaling messages for a
successful burst transmission.

Under E-JIT, an output data channel is reserved for a burst
immediately after the arrival of the corresponding setup
message, if (i) this data channel is free or (ii) if it is reserved,
the end time of the last switched burst is smaller than the
actual time to process the setup message (≤TSetup). If a
channel cannot be reserved immediately, then the setup
message is rejected and the corresponding burst is lost. The
operation of E-JIT resource reservation protocol is illustrated
in Figure 2.
Each data channel has one of two states: “free” or
“reserved”. If the wanted data channel is “free”, the setup
message and the corresponding data burst are accepted. If the
wanted data channel is “reserved” and the end time of the last
switched burst is smaller than the end processing time of the
incoming setup message, the new setup message and the
corresponding data burst are accepted. Otherwise, the setup
message is rejected and the correspondent data burst is lost.
Both JIT and E-JIT are resource reservation protocols with
immediate resources reservation. This proposal aims to
optimize JIT protocol, reducing free time periods of data
channels (until zero, if possible – as it may be seen in Figure
2) and increasing the data channel utilization. Consequently,
data burst loss probability is reduced and OBS network
performance is increased.
Figures 2, 3, and 4 show, in detail, the operation of E-JIT
resource reservation protocol. In these figures, the following
parameters are used:
− TSetup represents the amount of time that is needed to
process the setup message in an OBS node. It is
assumed that this time is equal in every node in the
network, since all of them are configured under the
same protocol.
− TOXC is the time OXC needs to configure its switch
fabric to establish a connection between an input port
and an output port. This may also be viewed as the
time OXC takes, after interpreting the command in the
control message, to configure the switching elements in
the switching matrix, e.g. to position micro-mirrors

(1)

The message flow for E-JIT is illustrated in Figure 1.
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the end switch time of the last burst, the state remains
“reserved” for the new burst (see Figure 2).
Figure 3 addresses the same sequence of two incoming
bursts (Burst A and Burst B) mentioned above and the
intention to receive a third (Burst C). In this case, OXC cannot
accept the setup message of the third burst (Setup C) because
the end processing time (t10) of the new setup message (Setup
C) is less than the end time of Burst B (t11).

correctly (MEMS switch [14],[15]) to allow the burst
to transparently cross the node.
− Tidle is the idle time in an output channel in an OBS
node. During this period of time, OXC is already
configured and it continues waiting to switch a burst.
In Figures 2-4, a single data channel of an OBS node is
considered, to present the operation of resource reservation
protocol. A temporal line is used to illustrate the sequence of
events. On this time line, this sequence of events leading to
the reservation of a data channel to switch a burst can be best
observed. The time line does not show each time in terms of
the same scale, due to space limitations (e.g. TOXC is
currently around 10 times larger than Tsetup [16]).
At instant t0, it is considered that OXC receives the setup
message (Setup A) and, between t0 and t1 converts it from an
optical to an electronic signal to be processed. Instant t1 is the
earliest time after which the data channel of OXC is said to be
“reserved”.
Figure 2 shows two successive bursts (Burst A and Burst B)
and its corresponding setup messages (Setup A and Setup B).
For Burst A, the OXC operates like JIT, because the channel
was previously “free”. At instant t5 arrives a new setup
message (Setup B) and at instant t7 it is assumed that OXC has
processed it. At this time it is possible to accept and switch
Burst B because t7 > t6 (t6 is the end of the Burst A). In case
of JIT protocol, Burst B would be rejected because the arrival
time of the message Setup B happens after the return of the
data channel to a “free” condition (at time t5, the channel is
still labelled as “reserved”).
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Figure 4 shows the arrival of a new burst and the
correspondent setup message (Setup D), in the sequence of
Figures 2 and 3. When a new setup message arrives to OXC,
at time t9b, this setup message is accepted because its end
setup time (t10) is greater than the end switch time (t9c) of the
last switched burst (Burst B). This situation is similar to the
case of switching Burst B (at time t6), the state remains
“reserved” changing for Burst D at time t9c.
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Fig. 3. Operation of E-JIT resource reservation protocol (rejecting a burst).
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Fig. 4. Operation of E-JIT resource reservation protocol (accepting a new
burst).
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Fig. 2. Operation of E-JIT resource reservation protocol.

Both JIT and E-JIT resource reservation protocols use firstcome, first-serve (FCFS) service. Bursts are switched in the
order in which their corresponding setup messages arrive at
the node. Similar to JIT+, E-JIT schedules the first available
data channel to accommodate a burst [8].

After t6, data channel continues reserved (Reserved B)
because it will switch Burst B. Immediately, after processing the
setup message (Setup B) at time t7, between instants t7 and t8
OXC is configured to switch Burst B (immediate resources
reservation). The burst is switched between t9 and t10. After t10
(end of the Burst B) the state of the data channel changes to
“free” again waiting for a new burst.
The change of state to “reserved” takes place upon receipt
of the setup message, whereas the change to state “free”
occurs when the last bit of the burst arrives at the switch at
time t5. The length of state “reserved” is equal to the burst
length plus the correspondent remaining offset time (TOffset).
The length of a state “free” is equal to the time until the arrival
of next setup message. If OXC receives a setup message and
the end processing time of this setup message is greater than

3. Performance Assessment of E-JIT Protocol
E-JIT is an OBS one-way resource reservation protocol
proposed in this paper and described in Section 2. Therefore,
it is necessary to evaluate the performance of this new
protocol in comparison with others. In this study is used the
network model described in [17] and details about the
simulator used to produce results can be found in [18]
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As above-mentioned, it was observed that the performance
of the five one-way resource reservation protocols is very
similar (JIT, JumpStart, JIT+, JET, and Horizon). As E-JIT is
a JIT based protocol, this section studies the performance of
the E-JIT protocol in OBS networks, in comparison with JIT.
The performance evaluation is studied for rings, degree-three
and degree-four chordal rings, NSFNET (with N=14 and
N=16), Mesh-torus (with N=16 and N=25), ARPANET and
EON network topologies.
Figure 5 plots burst loss probability as a function of number
of data channels per link for JIT and E-JIT protocols, in the
last hop of ring (D2T(1,15)), chordal ring (D3T(1,15,5) and
D4T(1,15,5,13)), NSFNET, and Mesh-Torus networks with
N=16 and λ/µ=32. As it may be seen, when enough network
resources are available (F=64), chordal rings with high nodal
degree have the best performance and ring networks present
the worst performance. Network topologies can be sorted
from the best to the worst performance as: D4T(1,15,5,13),
D3T(1,15,5), Mesh-Torus, NSFNET, and D2T(1,15). These
results confirm previous observations in terms of relative
performance of network topologies. However, the most
important result of this and the next figures is the relative best
performance of E-JIT in comparison with JIT. Expectedly,
when the burst loss probability is smaller, i.e., more network
resources are available, the performance improvement of EJIT over JIT is more significant.
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Fig. 6. Burst loss probability, as a function of number of number of hops,
for ring (D2T(1,15)), chordal ring (D3T(1,15,5) and D4T(1,15,5,13)),
NSFNET, and Mesh-Torus networks using JIT and E-JIT protocols; λ/µ=32;
F=64; N=16; TSetup(JIT)=TSetup(E-JIT) =12.5µs.

Figure 7 shows burst loss probability as a function of λ/µ for
the studied network topologies, in the last hop of D2T(1,15),
D3T(1,15,5), D4T(1,15,5,13), Mesh-torus (N=16) and NSFNET
(N=16), for JIT and E-JIT, with F=64 data channels per link. As
it may be seen, the probability of burst loss increases with the
increase of λ/µ. The behavior of both topologies is similar for
each resource reservation protocols; however, the performance of
E-JIT is again better than JIT. When λ/µ increases, the difference
between the performance JIT and E-JIT decreases. For values of
λ/µ less than 32 for chordal rings and Mesh-torus, less than 25.6
for NSFNET, and less than 19.2 for ring, the result of burst loss
probability is zero.
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Fig. 5. Burst loss probability, as a function of number of number of data
channels per link (F), in the last hop of ring (D2T(1,15)), chordal ring
(D3T(1,15,5) and D4T(1,15,5,13)), NSFNET, and Mesh-Torus networks for
JIT and E-JIT protocols; λ/µ=32; N=16; TSetup(JIT)=TSetup(E-JIT) =12.5µs.
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Fig. 7. Burst loss probability, as a function of λ/µ, in the last hop ring
(D2T(1,15)), chordal ring (D3T(1,15,5) and D4T(1,15,5,13)), NSFNET, and
Mesh-Torus networks for JIT and E-JIT protocols; F=64; N=16;
TSetup(JIT)=TSetup(E-JIT) =12.5µs.

Figure 6 confirms observations made for Figure 5 as it
illustrates the burst loss probability as a function of number of
hops for the same network topologies and conditions
considered previously. In the first hop of D4T(1,15,5,13), the
value of the burst loss probability tends to zero. This topology
has better performance than others and it has the smallest
network diameter (three). For network topologies with same
network diameter, equal to four, degree-three chordal ring
performs better, followed by Mesh-torus and NSFNET. The
ring, with the largest network diameter equal to eight,
performs worst than the other topologies.

Figure 8 studies the impact of number of nodes in the
performance of JIT and E-JIT resource reservation protocols
considering mesh topologies with nodal degree around two
and three between 10 and 30 nodes. NSFNET with N=14
nodes has nodal degree equal to 3, NSFNET with N=16 nodes
has nodal degree equal to 3.125, and ARPANET with nodal
degree equal to 3.2 are examples of nodal degree around
three. As shown in Figure 8, for networks with number of
nodes less between 18 and 22 (inclusive), D3T(1,N-1,5)
performs better than others topologies and D3T(1,N-1,7)
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N=14 and nodal degree of 3) in comparison with mesh-torus
(with N=16 and nodal degree of 4), and the similar
performance of the ARPANET (with nodal degree of 3.2) in
comparison with EON (with nodal degree of 3.89). These
observations show that more connections between nodes
(larger nodal degree) do not mean better performance of those
networks.

performs better for networks with number of nodes equal to
20 and more than 22 nodes. For networks with nodal degree
around three, E-JIT performs better than JIT, but its gain is
not significant, except for D3T(1,15,5). Network topologies
with nodal degree equal to two (i.e. rings) present the worst
performance. In terms of irregular mesh topologies, NSFNET
with 14 nodes performs better than NSFNET with 16 nodes
and ARPANET.
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Fig. 9. Burst loss probability, as a function of the number of nodes (N), in
the last hop of rings, degree-three chordal rings, FCCN-NET, NSFNET, and
ARPANET,
for
JIT
and
E-JIT
protocols;
λ/µ=32;
F=64;
TSetup(JIT)=TSetup(E-JIT) =12.5µs.

Fig. 8. Burst loss probability, as a function of the number of nodes (N), in
the last hop of rings, degree-three chordal rings, FCCN-NET, NSFNET, and
ARPANET,
for
JIT
and
E-JIT
protocols;
λ/µ=32;
F=64;
TSetup(JIT)=TSetup(E-JIT) =12.5µs.

4. Conclusions

Figure 9 presents the study of the performance of OBS
networks, based on the nodal degree gain for mesh topologies
with nodal degree between three and five for N≤16. This
figure shows for JIT and E-JIT the nodal degree gain in the
last hop of each topology, as a function of the nodal degree,
due to the increase of the nodal degree from 2 (D2T(1,14)) to
3 (NSFNET (N=14)), from 2 (D2T(1,15)) to: 3 (D3T(1,15,5)),
3.125 (NSFNET (N=16)), 4 (D4T(1,15,5,13) and Mesh-Torus
(N=16)), and 5 (D5T(1,15,7,3,9) with F=64 and λ/µ=32. As
may be seen in the figure, when the nodal degree increases
from 2 to around 3, the largest gain is observed for degreethree chordal rings with N=16 (between slightly less than
three and four orders of magnitude) and the smallest gain is
observed for the NSFNET with N=16 (between one and two
orders of magnitude). When the nodal degree increases from 2
to around 4, the largest gain is observed for degree-four
chordal rings with N=16 (with a gain between four and five
orders of magnitude) and the smallest gain is observed for the
Mesh-torus (with a gain between two and three orders of
magnitude). When the nodal degree increases from 2 to 5, the
gain is slightly less than five orders of magnitude for the
degree-five chordal rings. The largest gain is observed when
the nodal degree increases from 2 to 5. In terms of
performance comparison of JIT and E-JIT resource
reservation protocols, the nodal degree gain of E-JIT is greater
than JIT, and the largest gain is observed for degree-five
chordal ring. These results clearly show the importance of the
way links are connected in OBS networks, since, in this kind
of networks, burst loss probability is a key issue. Examples of
this finding are the similar performance of the NSFNET (with

In this paper we proposed, described, and evaluated the
performance of a new OBS one-way resource reservation
protocol, named Enhanced Just-in-Time (E-JIT).
Performance assessment of E-JIT was made in
comparison with JIT, taking into account mesh topologies
with 16 nodes. The impact of number of nodes and the
influence of nodal degree on nodal degree gain were also
considered. E-JIT is a JIT based protocol, maintaining its
simplicity in terms of implementation. It was shown that
E-JIT performs better than JIT. For network topologies
with 16 nodes, when the burst loss probability is lower,
the relative better performance of E-JIT over JIT is more
significant. Concerning the influence of nodal degree on
the nodal degree gain, it was observed that when the
nodal degree increases from 2 to around 3, the largest
gain is observed for degree-three chordal rings with N=16
(between slightly less than three and four orders of
magnitude) and the smallest gain is observed for the
NSFNET with N=16 (between one and two orders of
magnitude). When the nodal degree increases from 2 to
around 4, the largest gain is observed for degree-four
chordal rings with N=16 (with a gain between four and
five orders of magnitude) and the smallest gain is
observed for the mesh-torus with N=16 (with a gain more
than two orders of magnitude). When the nodal degree
increases from 2 to 5, the gain is slightly less than five
orders of magnitude for chordal rings with N=16. The
largest gain is observed when the nodal degree increases
from 2 to 5. In terms of performance comparison of JIT
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